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The thermal properties of a material with a spatio-temporal modulation, in the form of a traveling
wave, in both the thermal conductivity and the specific heat capacity are studied. It is found that
these materials behave as materials with an internal convection-like term that provides them with
non-reciprocal properties, in the sense that the heat flux has different properties when it propagates
in the same direction or in the opposite one to the modulation of the parameters. An effective
medium description is presented which accurately describes the modulated material, and numerical
simulations support this description and verifies the non-reciprocal properties of the material. It
is found that these materials are promising candidates for the design of thermal diodes and other
advanced devices for the control of the heat flow at all scales.

The research on materials with non-reciprocal thermal7

properties has received a great attention in recent years.8

These materials have different propagation properties of9

the thermal energy along two opposite directions. With10

the so-called thermal diode being the most immediate11

application of these structures[1], other devices and ap-12

plications are easily envisioned, like thermal transistors13

and even logic circuits[2].14

Non-reciprocal materials have been properly studied15

theoretically and experimentally at different scales [3–6],16

and it has been demonstrated that the realization of a17

non-reciprocal material requires the use of a combina-18

tion of non-linear and asymmetric structures[7]. How-19

ever, the realization of non-reciprocal materials based on20

non-linear elements limits their applicability, since non-21

linearity does not occurs at all temperatures and scales,22

so that we can find that the rectification properties of the23

materials are efficient in only a short range of tempera-24

ture.25

In this context, metamaterials, which are artificially26

structured materials with a priori-designed properties,27

have overcome one of the major drawbacks of common28

materials, since their properties depend on the internal29

artificial structure and not on intrinsic properties of the30

constituent materials, which in turns allow us to decide31

at which scale, frequency or temperature range we want32

to operate[8]. Here, a special type of metamaterial is em-33

ployed presenting non-reciprocal properties, which con-34

sists in a material where the thermal properties are func-35

tions of both space and time in a wave-like fashion. This36

special type of modulation has been studied in elastic37

and acoustic materials[9–12], whose non-reciprocal prop-38

erties for the propagation of waves have been widely39

demonstrated. We will apply these ideas to the diffusion40

equation describing thermal waves in solids, and non-41

reciprocal thermal transport will be found.42

We present therefore an alternative mechanism for the43

realization of non-reciprocal thermal materials which can44

be applied to any scale, as long as the thermal transport45

be dominated by diffusion. It is demonstrated that, when46

the spatio-temporal modulation of the thermal properties47

of a material is of the form of a traveling wave, the mate-48

rial presents non-reciprocal thermal transport. Moreover,49

it is demonstrated that an effective medium description50

is possible for such a material, in which it is described51

as a homogeneous solid with constant constitutive pa-52

rameters (in both space and time) but in which the tem-53

perature field satisfies a convection-diffusion equation. In54

other words, it is demonstrated that, although there is no55

transport of matter in the solid material, in an effective56

way an internal convective term appears, which is respon-57

sible of providing non-reciprocal properties to the solid58

even in the stationary regime. Analytical expressions are59

given for the effective parameters and time-domain nu-60

merical simulations show a perfect agreement with the61

effective medium description.62

Figure 1 shows an example of realization of a mate-63

rial with a spatio-temporal modulation in its constitu-64

tive parameters. Panel a) shows a homogeneous material65

B with a thermal conductivity σB. Let us assume that66

the material’s conductivity is sensitive to the applica-67

tion of some external field E, which can be the electric,68

magnetic or acoustic fields, for instance. Then, when69

the external field is applied, the conductivity changes to70

σA = σB + χE, with χ being some coupling constant.71

Panel a) shows the situation when the external field is72

turned off, and panel b) shows a situation in which we73

have turned on the external field but only in the regions74

marked by the arrows, so that it changes the material75

from σB to σA only in the neighborhood of the arrows.76

We have therefore induced a layered material by means77

of the external field E(x), so that the conductivity of the78

material is now σ(x) = σB+(σA−σB)rect(2πx/d). Since79

the external field is induced artificially, we can set up the80

origin of the modulation, as shown in panel c), where it81

has been displaced a quantity ∆, so that the conductivity82

is now σ(x) = σB +(σA−σB)rect(2π(x−∆)/d). Finally,83

if the external field is synchronized so that the spatial84
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modulation is traveling along the x direction at a speed85

v0, as represented in the panel d), the induced conductiv-86

ity will be a function of both space and time of the form87

σ(x) = σB + (σA − σB)rect(2π(x − v0t)/d). The reader88

interested in a possible mechanical realization of these89

materials can find a proposal through the supplementary90

movie “chaincylinders.gif”, and its brief discussion in the91

Supplementary Material.92

FIG. 1. Schematic representation of a possible realization of
a material with a spatio-temporal modulation in the conduc-
tivity and the mass density.

The procedure described before shows that in order to93

have a spatio-temporal modulation in the thermal prop-94

erties of a material we need essentially a tunable mate-95

rial whose control parameter could be modulated in both96

space and time. The domain of tunable metamaterials is97

broad enough to allow us to consider this modulation fea-98

sible, so that in the most general case we can postulate99

that we can obtain a materials whose thermal properties100

modulated in a wave-like fashion, σ = σ(x − v0t) and101

ρ = ρ(x − v0t), with σ and ρ being periodic functions102

of n = x − v0t with period d. In a material with these103

properties, the energy balance is described by means of104

the local diffusion equation105

∂

∂x

(

σ(x − v0t)
∂T

∂x

)

= ρ(x− v0t)
∂T

∂t
, (1)

where the heat capacity has been set to 1, in order to106

simplify the notation, however it is evident that in the107

above equation ρ means the specific heat capacity. It has108

to be pointed out that equation (1) is a particular case109

of a more general problem in which a term containing110

the temporal derivative of ρ should be added, however111

this term is canceled by the external field inducing the112

modulation, as explained in the Supplementary Material,113

which include reference [13].114

In the so-called homogenization limit the spatio-115

temporal variation of the constitutive parameters is not116

“visible”, and the material is perceived as a homogeneous117

material with some effective properties. In the following118

lines it will be shown that the homogeneous version of119

equation (1), which defines these effective parameters,120

contains additional constitutive parameters that induces121

non-reciprocity in the effective material.122

The homogenization of equation (1) can be done more123

efficiently under the change of variables n = x− v0t and124

τ = t, so that the diffusion equation takes the form125

∂

∂n

(

σ(n)
∂T

∂n

)

= ρ(n)
∂T

∂τ
− v0

∂

∂n
(ρ(n)T ), (2)

which is a differential equation in which the coefficients126

depend only on the variable n. Equation 2 is a partial127

differential equation in the variables n and τ in which the128

coefficients are periodic functions of n with period d, so129

that Bloch theorem applies and the solutions for the tem-130

perature field are linear combinations of eigenfunctions of131

the form132

T (n, τ) = e−iKneiΩτφ(n), (3)

with φ(n) being a d-periodic function of the variable n133

with the same periodicity of σ and ρ.134

The spatio-temporal behavior of the temperature field135

is therefore composed of the “macroscopic” function136

e−iKneiΩτ modulated by a “microscopic” function φ(n)137

over the period d. When the spatial variations of the field138

are larger than the typical period d equation (2) can be139

replaced by a “homogenized” version with constant co-140

efficients with the same solution Ω = Ω(K). Once the141

equation in the traveling frame is homogenized, we can142

return to the frame at rest to study its properties how-143

ever, when we return to the system at rest, we don’t re-144

cover a Fourier-type differential equation (like equation145

(1)) with constant coefficients, as should be expected,146

but we obtain a more complicated equation, in which147

additional constitutive parameters appear (see the Sup-148

plementary Material for further details),149

σ∗ ∂
2〈T 〉

∂x2
= ρ∗

∂〈T 〉

∂t
+ C

∂〈T 〉

∂x
− i(S + S′)

∂2〈T 〉

∂x∂t
. (4)

Therefore, the homogenized equation is the convection-150

diffusion equation with two additional coefficients, S and151

S′, which are the thermal equivalent of the Willis coef-152

ficients found in the elastodynamics of inhomogeneous153

media[14–16]. These coefficients are coupling terms re-154

lated with the non-symmetry of the unit cell, and al-155

though they are null for symmetric periodic materials[17],156

the non-reciprocity induced by the special modulation of157

the materials considered here makes them different than158

zero. These terms are relevant especially in the dynamic159

or transient regime, however in this work we are more160

interested in the non-reciprocal properties of the mate-161

rial in the nearly stationary regime, for which a further162

discussion about these terms is beyond the objective of163

the present work.164
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The responsible of the non-reciprocal properties of the165

material in the stationary regime is the convective term166

C∂xT appearing in equation (4). It is interesting the167

relationship between the convective term C and the ef-168

fective mass density ρ∗. It could be thought that, since v0169

is constant through the material, the effective convective170

term in the homogenized version of equation (2) would171

be simply v0ρ
∗. The consequence of this property would172

be that, when returning to the reference frame at rest,173

the convective term would disappear and then we would174

recover the diffusion equation with constant coefficients175

(plus the Willis terms). However, as it is demonstrated176

in the Supplementary Material, the effective convective177

term does not satisfy this condition, since although the178

variation of v0ρ is the same as of ρ, they appear multi-179

plying a different operator in the equation, the temporal180

derivative and the spatial derivate, so that their role is181

completely different in the equation and, therefore, in the182

frame at rest we find that the diffusion equation (1) has183

become the diffusion-convection equation (4), which is184

known to be non-reciprocal due to the convective term185

C.186

Therefore, the spatio-temporally modulated material187

behaves, in the homogenization limit, as a homogeneous188

material in which a convective term appears, so that the189

diffusion of heat will have non-reciprocal properties. It190

must be pointed out that the convective term is not in-191

duced by any transport of matter, as for sound propa-192

gation in moving fluids and similar processes, but it is193

induced by means of some external stimulus that mod-194

ulates the properties of the material in a wave-like fash-195

ion, so that we can have not only a solid material with196

an internal effective convection, but we can have a finite197

structure with convection without the need of letting the198

flow of matter leave the structure.199

For the analytical and numerical examples we propose
a sinusoidal modulation of the form

σ(x− v0t) = σ0

[

1 + ∆σ cos
2π

d
(x − v0t)

]

, (5a)

ρ(x− v0t) = ρ0

[

1 + ∆ρ cos
2π

d
(x− v0t)

]

, (5b)

where the mass density and conductivity changes peri-
odically from ρb = ρ0(1 − ∆ρ) to ρa = ρ0(1 + ∆ρ) and
from σb = σ0(1 −∆σ) to σa = σ0(1 + ∆σ), respectively.
The effective parameters for this modulation can be ap-
proximated by (see equations 25 in the Supplementary

Material)

σ∗ ≈ σ0

[

1−
1

2

∆2
σ

1 + Γ2

]

, (6a)

ρ∗ ≈ ρ0

[

1−
Γ2

2

∆2
ρ

1 + Γ2

]

, (6b)

S = S′ ≈ −
ρ0d

2π

∆ρ∆σ

2

iΓ

1 + Γ2
, (6c)

C ≈
2πσ0

d

∆ρ∆σ

2

Γ

1 + Γ2
, (6d)

where Γ = v0dρ0

2πσ0

.200

Equations (6) show that the effective conductivity and201

mass density are both even functions of Γ, which means202

that reversing the direction of the modulation has no ef-203

fect on their values. Contrarily, both S and C are odd204

functions, which is obvious since these parameters are the205

responsible of the non-reciprocal properties of the mate-206

rial. When there is no traveling modulation (Γ = 0),207

both S and C are zero, the mass density is just the av-208

erage mass density ρ∗ = ρ0 and effective conductivity209

σ∗ = σ0(1−∆2
σ/2), so that we recover reciprocity as ex-210

pected. Interestingly, when v0 → ±∞ the non-reciprocal211

properties of the material also disappear, since S and C212

both tend to zero, and now the effective mass density213

is ρ∗ = ρ0(1 − ∆2
ρ/2) and the effective conductivity is214

σ∗ = σ0. In this case the oscillations of the material’s215

properties are so fast that the spatial variation almost216

disappear, therefore we can see an averaged material in217

time, which in turns means that the non-reciprocal prop-218

erties disappears. It is interesting to note how the expres-219

sions for the effective parameters exchange their roles in220

the limiting situation Γ = ±∞ or Γ = 0, due to the ex-221

change of them in front of the space and time derivatives222

in the diffusion equation. This simple analysis, which will223

be verified later, shows that the larger “non-reciprocity”224

is not obtained with the larger modulation velocity, but225

that there is an optimum velocity for the design of non-226

reciprocal materials.227

Another interesting feature of equations (6) is that we228

need a modulation of both the mass density and the ther-229

mal conductivity to have non-reciprocity. This is indeed230

a general result, as shown in the Supplementary Material,231

where the effective convective term is shown to be232

C = v0
∑

G′,G 6=0

ρ−G′G′χG′GσGG (7)

where the summation has to be performed for all the233

reciprocal lattice points G = 2πm/d, with m being an234

integer. χG′G is an interaction matrix, and ρG and σG235

are the Fourier components of the functions ρ(n) and236

σ(n), respectively. Given that in the above equation the237

summation excludes the term G = 0, it will be zero unless238

we have at least one pair (ρG, σG) forG 6= 0 different than239

zero, that is, we need a simultaneous variation of both σ240

and ρ.241
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This result shows that the origin of the convective term242

in the effective material is due to a coupling between the243

variation of the mass density and the conductivity, and244

enforces its analogy with the Willis term and chirality in245

electromagnetism.246

In the stationary regime the macroscopic temperature247

〈T 〉 is independent of time, and equation (4) reduces to248

σ∗ ∂
2〈T 〉

∂x2
= C

∂〈T 〉

∂x
(8)

whose general solution is given by249

〈T 〉 = A+Beαx, (9)

with α = C/σ∗ being the convection-diffusion parameter250

that quantifies the non-reciprocity of the material, as will251

be demonstrated later on. For the harmonic perturbation252

studied in the present example, we can approximate α by253

α ≈
2π

d
∆σ∆ρ

Γ

1 + 2Γ2
. (10)

Figure 2 shows the dependence of this parameter as254

a function 2πΓ. In these examples ρa/ρb = 0.5 and255

σa/σb = 0, 0.01, 0.1, 0.5 and 1, as indicated in the leg-256

ends of the plot. We see that there is an optimum value257

of Γ for which we obtain the maximum value of α and,258

as before for C, when Γ → ∞, α tends to zero and the259

material becomes reciprocal.260
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FIG. 2. Effective convection-diffusion coefficient as a function
of the non-dimensional modulation velocity Γ.

261

262

Numerical simulations by the Finite Element Method
(FEM) in time-domain have been performed. We have
assumed a one dimensional domain (a solid bar, for in-
stance) of length L = 10d, in which the initial temper-
ature is set to 0. In the “forwards” (F) configuration,
the temperature at the extreme x = L is fixed to 0 and,
for t > 0, the temperature at x = 0 is set to T0. In the
“backwards” configuration we have reversed the temper-
atures, so that at x = 0 the temperature is fixed to 0 and
for t > 0 the temperature is fixed to T0 at x = L. We
have selected the same parameters for ρa and ρb as in the

previous calculations, and the value of σa = 0.01σb. The
simulations have been performed for 2πΓ = 0, 0.3, 1 and
10, whose corresponding values for α/d are 0, 0.52, 0.87
and 0.32, respectively. According to equation (9) and the
previously defined boundary conditions, the temperature
distribution in the bar in the stationary regime for the
forwards and backwards configuration is, respectively,

〈TF 〉 = T0

eαL − eαx

eαL − 1
(11a)

〈TB〉 = T0

eαx − 1

eαL − 1
(11b)

showing a non-symmetric profile in the forwards and263

backwards configurations, as expected. The total heat264

flux is composed of the diffusive plus the convective flux,265

so that ΦT = −σ∗∂x〈T 〉 + C〈T 〉, and it is clearly differ-266

ent in the forwards and backwards configuration, since we267

have ΦF = CT0e
αL/(1−eαL) and ΦB = −CT0/(1−eαL).268

Indeed, the ratio |ΦB/ΦF | = e−αL ≈ 0 is the definition of269

a nearly perfect thermal diode, showing a very promiss-270

ing application of these materials.271

Figure 3 shows the numerical simulations performed by272

the comercial software COMSOL Multiphysics[18] (blue273

dots) at t = tf = 300dρb/σb, together with the cor-274

responding analytical solution given by (11). A space275

element of size ∆x = 0.1d and a time step of ∆t =276

0.01dρb/σb was enough to ensure a good convergence,277

as it is demonstrated due to the perfect agreement with278

the numerical and analytical solution, although an ad-279

ditional modulation appears in the numerical simula-280

tion. This modulation is due to the fact that in the281

homogenized model we ignore the modulation function282

φ(n) = φ(x − v0t), which is obviously included in the283

numerical solution. Since the time is fixed to t = tf in284

figure 3, only the spatial variation of φ is detected, how-285

ever the transient period and the time evolution of the286

system can be seen in the Supplementary Movies tem-287

peratureF.gif and temperatureB.gif, where the effect of288

φ(n) is more evident, although the relevant information is289

given by the analytical model shown in equation (11). It290

is obvious the diode-like behavior of the material, whose291

non-reciprocal nature is manifested not only in the static292

but also in the dynamic regime. The accuracy of the293

analytical solution provides also a very powerful tool to294

design more advanced devices based on these materials.295296

In summary, we have presented a structured solid ma-297

terial with non-reciprocal effective thermal properties,298

where the mechanism of non-reciprocity is due to an ar-299

tificial convective term that appears in its effective be-300

havior. The structured material consists of a modulated301

solid in which the local thermal properties depend not302

only on the position, but also on time, in such a way303

that these parameters have a wave-like behavior. It is304

shown that in the nearly-stationary regime the material305

presents non-reciprocity in the diffusion of heat, and it is306

shown how such a material can work as a thermal diode.307
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FIG. 3. Temperature distribution of the spatio-temporally
modulated bar in the forward (upper panel) and backward
(lower panel) configurations.

Several properties of the effective parameters are deduced308

and an effective medium theory is developed. The ex-309

pression derived for the convective term shows that it310

is required a modulation in both the mass density and311

thermal conductivity, since this term appears as a cou-312

pling between the relative variations of both parameters.313

Coupling terms equivalent to the so-called Willis terms314

in elasticity or chiral coefficients in electromagnetism also315

appear, although their contribution is relevant only in the316

transitory or time-dependent regime. It is remarkable the317

fact that the non-reciprocal thermal effect presented here318

is the result of the artificial internal structure of the ma-319

terials, what makes that effect be scalable and therefore320

useful in a wide variety of thermal problems and scales321

where the heat transport be dominated by diffusion.322
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